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Abstract

Steps for block truncation coding (BTC) :

An amendment has been applied to Block truncation coding
(BTC) technique Through which any regions in Image Is
chosen to encryption. In order to prove that Block truncation
coding (BTC) technique for regions application has been
made Encryption is Performance evaluation standards are:
histogram, standard deviation, minimum, maximum mean and
variance. The method proved to be successful and used the
Matlab programming environment

Step1. Input and read the Image for encryption than
segmented the original images into non over lapping blocks of
pixels that is n  n .
Step2. Original block is 8 8 pixels. Explain as following:

Keywords: Block truncation coding, Encryption technique,
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INTORDUCTION
Delp and Mitchell find In 1979 block truncation coding
(BTC) method simple technique to good quality image it
Technique for digitizing gray images.

Step3. We replace the last four rows by the first four rows of
the same block. Then we replace the last four columns of the
last block by the first four columns of the same block and vice
versa. Explain as following:

Block Truncation coding is to perform moment preserving
quantization for values blocks of pixels by quality of image
data to remain acceptable and storage space will decrease. In
order to reduce the calculations of the image and obtain a high
accuracy of results compared to traditional encryption
methods there must be a hybrid methods of encryption. Block
truncation coding has simple compute complexity compared
to other methodes based coding techniques [1,2,3].
In this paper you will copy a method block truncation coding
Encrypt the digital images and how to encrypt image
components and internal areas for image .
Qrganized paper: Section 2 deals block truncation coding
(BTC) techniques. Section 3 presents the proposed encryption
method . Section 4 measure. environment test and
experimental results. The conclusions of this study are given
in Section 5.

BLOCK TRUNCATION CODING (BTC) TECHNIQUES
[1,2,3]

Step 4. Find factors mean ӯ and standard deviation  . Both
values are calculated for each block of Image by using
following equations.

The advantage of Block Truncation Coding makes it useful in
image applications Special image encryption methods . It has
fundamental limit in each block is reconstructed by two
values, segmented the original images into blocks of pixels
n  n and uses a quantizer to reduce the number of grey
levels in each block.

(1)
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Here yi represent the ith pixel value of block and n is
represents total number of pixel in special block.
Step 5. Find minimum and maximum for each block of sum
Image.

applied it Block truncation coding (BTC) With some changes
as follows:
After computation in section 2 of the matrix (BB(8*8)) and
matrix (CC(8*8)) find the shape of the area segmentation
from the image and shapes of conversion to the two matrix
(BB) and matrix (CC).Figure 2 showed the shapes regions
segmentation of AA,BB and CC matrixes.

THE PROPOSED ENCRYPTION METHOD
In this section we will explain the mechanism of application
Block truncation coding (BTC) Encrypts any component
taken from the image or any area From the picture
With some steps modified to the original method
Figure 1 represents a portion of the images in which the
proposed method is applied by cutting any area of the image

Figure 2: Shapes regions segmentation of AA,BB and CC
matrixes.

The encryption process that occurred for region segmentation
pixels from the image and the change of location according to
the sequence of rows and columns. In order to showed the
changes that occurred in the coding we found the histogram of
the original region segmentation pixels image fragment and
the resulting parts after the pixel changes. Figure 3 showed
histogram of region segmentation pixels for AA,BB and CC
matrixes.
Figure 1: Samples of the images in which the proposed
method
If we take the example in the second section of the paper,
which represents the 8 * 8 block matrix of the image We

Figure 3: Histogram of region segmentation pixels for AA,BB and CC matrixes.
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Figure 4: Regions matrices Z(24*24) and Z1 (24*24)

Figure 5: Histograms pixels spread in both regions matrices Z(24*24) and Z1 (24*24)

In order to make the encoding more accurate we additional
pixels(Random values) to the region segmentation pixels to
train values and convert them to real values So that we have
two regions matrices Z(24*24) and Z1 (24*24).Figure 4
showed regions matrices Z(24*24) for BB matric and Z1
(24*24) for CC matric

Performance appraisal standards are : histogram , standard
deviation, minimum ,maximum mean and variance. In order
to compare the input with the results, it must be the same
size(8*8) , For this we compress the values of the two arrays
Z(24*24) and Z1 (24*24) to size(8*8) So that we can apply
performance appraisal criteria.

Figure 5 showed the histograms which shows how the pixels
are spread in the form of both regions matrices Z(24*24) for
BB matric and Z1 (24*24) for CC matric

Figure 6 showed the histograms where we notice a significant
difference from the spread of encrypted region segmentation
pixels in terms of their location between the components and
areas of the image after the operations on the region pixels for
original image

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (TEST ENVIRONMENT)
In this section, the results are discussed and in order to ensure
their validity, the performance criteria should be chosen of the
proposed method.
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Figure 6: Histograms of two arrays Z(24*24) and Z1 (24*24) After converting the size Z (8*8) and size1 Z (8*8)

Tables 3. Performance appraisal standards for encrypted
region segmentation pixels to CC(8*8)

Tables 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 showed the final values to the
Performance appraisal standards are: histogram, standard
deviation, minimum, maximum mean and variance for
encrypted region segmentation pixels to AA(8*8),BB (8*8),
CC(8*8) matrixes size Z (8*8) and size1 Z (8*8).

Tables 1. Performance appraisal standards for encrypted
region segmentation pixels to AA(8*8)

Tables 4. Performance appraisal standards for encrypted
region segmentation pixels to Z(8*8)

Tables 2. Performance appraisal standards for encrypted
region segmentation pixels to BB(8*8)
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Tables 5. Performance appraisal standards for encrypted
region segmentation pixels to Z1(8*8)
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